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Summary
• History and types of money

• Modern controversies – MMT, debt sustainability 
Reading: Reconciling economics of debt, The 
burden of debt (Lerner, 1961)

• Saving and superannuation  
Reading: Keating’s innocent fraud, Self-censoring 
on superannuation

The perennial question

• There is no money in standard macro models.

• That’s why their explanation of growth and cycles is 
all about ‘technology’, or ‘shocks’ (last week).

• But as we have seen, the monetary system is what 
allows large and diverse coordination to work!

Money types

• Fiat (state) money: Has no convertibility to 
physical resource, backed only by state power.

• Commodity money: Represents a claim on a 
physical resource (gold, silver, etc)

• Is there a difference?



Gold
• The British pound was fixed at  .23546%  of an 

ounce of pure gold (in 1816).

• The U.S. dollar was fixed at 0.048379% of an ounce 
of pure gold (in 1879). 

• Thus, the dollar pound “parity” (i.e., the exchange 
rate) was set at $4.867 (.23546/.048379 = 4.867)

• Who’s liability is gold commodity money? 

Stabilising role of gold
• The United Kingdom runs a trade deficit with the United States.

• As a result, gold flows from the UK to the US (gold financed 
trade imbalances).

• Each country’s domestic money supply was tied into the 
amount of gold it held, thus the U.S. money supply would rise.

• The increase money supply would increase relative prices in the 
US, which would make their goods less attractive to the UK.

• The net result was that the trade surplus of the US would 
decrease and the trade deficit of the UK would decrease.

Tally sticks
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Back in 1694
• William Paterson and a cohort of bankers sought 

from King William III a Royal Charter to be the 
banking monopolist for the Commonwealth 
(modelled on similar system in Holland)

• They raised £1.2 million and provided a loan to the 
King.

• They began then circulate new money with the 
promise of the money being convertible to this 
King’s money. 

Why?

• Why was the King’s obligation needed?

• Can’t anyone create money?

• Gresham’s law - that “bad money drives out good”



Moral hazards
• Banks can create money “without” limit, and their 

solvency is guaranteed by the government.

• Surely there will be problems with this eventually!

• We are in a world of accountability and regulation, 
not market discipline.

• If downside risk covered by government, banks 
will incur additional risk in their lending.



Bitcoin
• What promise does the issuer make?

• What happens when multiple cryptocurrencies 
compete?

• What is it’s main function?

• Read this http://neweconomicperspectives.org/
2013/12/fair-price-bitcoin-zero.html 

Real economy
• Using money and bank lending benefits the 

economy if the resources used to create the system 
provide benefits that exceed those costs.

• Ronald Coase - use whatever institution minimises 
overall costs.

• Now, 98% of trade in foreign exchange markets is 
not about trading goods, but speculating!

Modern Monetary Theory

• Some of you may have heard of MMT

• Essentially it describes the basic truisms of 
accounting in a real and nominal ($ amount) sense

• Acknowledges that all money types are someone’s 
liability (debt)

• Only constraints on economic activity are real



http://bilbo.economicoutlook.net/blog/?p=5224 

Money ⇒ Real
• As an accounting fact, all money balances balance

• assets ≡ liabilities

• As a national accounting fact, all real balances 
balance as well  
 
GDP ≡ C + I + G + (X – M)

• Can link the two distinct domains (real stuff, and 
money in accounts)

Rest of worldAustralia
(private)

Australia
(gov)

GDP (world) ≡ GDP (Aus) + GDP (rest)

Examples

• If private sector financial savings are positive, 
then…

• If there is a trade surplus then…

• If there is a government deficit then…



http://fofoa.blogspot.com.au/2011_11_01_archive.html 
http://mikenormaneconomics.blogspot.com.au/2016/10/here-

is-why-i-am-100-certain-that.html 

http://www.budget.gov.au/2014-15/content/bp1/html/
bp1_bst7.htm 



Rest of worldAustralia
(private)

Australia
(gov)

How can Australia save?

What does Norway do?

Australia

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/treasury/each-
child-to-owe-100k-within-three-years-treasurer-warns/news-

story/8528abac2f8c46999dd6a6a82732756d?
nk=2b2106e4b89909f27f2065b46302b178-1495600823 



http://www.jstor.org/stable/1812466 http://www.jstor.org/stable/1928663?origin=JSTOR-pdf 
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Ideas for stability

• What is standard economics?  
- Taylor rule of monetary policy 
- Fiscal policy under extreme situations

• Role of public investment - crowding out or 
crowding in?

• Reflect on measure of progress

Trilemma

Community banking

• Richard Werner - says that all scale local banking is 
a mechanism to direct funding to new real 
investment and not asset speculation, while keeping 
costs down. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=youtu.be&v=MechH0ebs_c&t=29m&app=d
esktop 

Other ideas

• More actively manage exchange rate to stabilise 
major export-focussed industries (e.g. tourism)

• Fiscal policy to promote investment in new 
industries. 

• Accumulate private debts on public balance sheet


